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The UCF Libraries are pleased to announce that longtime UCF friend and advocate, Phoebe Carpenter, recently made a $160,000 gift to the UCF Regional Library located at the BCC/UCF Joint-Campus in Cocoa. The gift will establish the John Archer Carpenter Library Enhancement Fund, which will provide funding toward the purchase of books, electronic resources, and scholarly journals. The books and resources will include the study of English, the Humanities, and Renaissance and Elizabethan Literature. "I am giving this gift because of the good work being accomplished in the collaboration between UCF and Brevard Community College," Phoebe has served on several UCF boards, including the UCF Foundation Board of Trustees. Her passion for learning and education was cultivated at an early age by her parents. According to Phoebe, "When the idea of UCF was born, my father was a serious champion of the development of a university in Central Florida. He was a member of the Florida Board of Trustees. Later, he went on to become the chairman of the Florida Board of Regents. He understood the importance of a first class university in the state and the work of the UFF and other Florida archives. So come and explore 1962 Cape Canaveral – virtually that is. Visit Virtual Heritage Canaveral.

Hold the Date
The UCF Libraries will honor Norm and Jean Gould, and Jean Jeffreys and Bruce, on May 17 for their generous support of the UCF Libraries. More details will be announced at a later date.

Phyllis J. Hudson Granted Librarian Emerita Status
Phyllis J. Hudson was awarded Librarian Emerita status by the United Faculty of Florida (UFF) and other Florida archives. So come and explore 1962 Cape Canaveral – virtually that is. Visit Virtual Heritage Canaveral.
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